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Ab initio studies of stepped Pd surfaces with and without S
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We have performed a comprehensive first-principles study of the electronic and geometric structure of a set
of clean and S covered vicinal Pd surfaces of~111! and~110!, namely Pd~211!, Pd~331!, Pd~320!, and Pd~551!,
each having three-atom wide terraces. The trends in the multilayer relaxation patterns can generally be ex-
plained on the basis of charge smoothening which makes the vicinals of Pd~110! prone to larger and deeper
relaxations in comparison to the Pd~111! counterparts. A range of adsorption energies for preferred adsorption
sites for S is found on all four surfaces, with Pd~320! being the most receptive. We show that the adsorbate can
have considerable effect on multilayer relaxations and registry of the substrate atoms. We discuss the nature of
the S–Pd bonding and how this bonding is affected by the surface geometry and coordination. We relate the
poisoning effect of S to the changes in the electronic structure of the substrate atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in experimental and theoretical techniqu
supplemented by enhanced computational power, have m
it possible for surface scientists to carry the knowledge
ready gained from studies of homogeneous, flat, low Mi
index surfaces to their heterogeneous, stepped, high M
index counterparts. This venture is not just academic
challenging, it also opens many new vistas, in particu
more contact with the real world in which, at the atom
scale, surfaces have defects such as kinks, steps, and v
cies. By examining processes such as adsorption, diss
tion, and eventually chemical reactions at steps and k
sites of transition metals, for example, information and
sights relevant to industrial catalysts may be obtained.
main challenge, however, is to identify and understand
role played by the local environment in determining the ch
acteristics of the system at the atomic scale. It is thus prud
to carry out systematic and accurate studies of vicinal s
faces that are the high Miller index surfaces, containing re
lar arrays of monoatomic steps of specific orientation, se
rated by terraces of specific width and orientation.

Several experimental and theoretical studies1–11 have al-
ready pointed to the important role played by the step ato
In short, experimental studies of dissociation of gases s
as O2, H2 , N2, and NO on stepped Pt, Ag, Ru, and P
surfaces, as the case may be, show the process to be si
cantly advanced in the presence of steps. For example,
et al. claim that N2 dissociation rate on stepped Ru~0001! is
about nine orders of magnitude higher than on the terrace
500 K.11 Experiments have also pointed to the relative s
sitivities of the step and terrace sites for adsorption: Iroka
et al. interpret their ultraviolet photoelectron spectrosco
data8 to imply preferential adsorption of NO on terrace sit
of Pd~211! at low coverages and at step sites at higher c
erages, in agreement with previous experimen
observations.10 Theoretical studies based on densi
functional theory have supported the general conclus
0163-1829/2003/67~16!/165415~9!/$20.00 67 1654
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about the importance of steps arising from these and rel
experimental studies. For instance, the strong sensitivity
the step atoms to NO bond activation found on Ru~0001!
~Ref. 1!, was shown by Hammer,2 to be related to the large
reduction in the energy barrier for dissociation near s
edges as a consequence of the enhanced ability of the
tion products to rebind with the step atoms. Earlier Hamm
and No”rskov9 had used density-functional theory~DFT! cal-
culations to relate the site preference for adsorption, and s
sequent rearrangement at higher coverages for NO
Pd~211!, to the location of thed-band center: The highe
the d-band center, the stronger they found the chem
sorption bond.

It is natural to link the enhanced chemical reactivity of t
step atoms to their reduced coordination. The lack of nei
bors at the step sites, of course, leads to a redistributio
electron-charge density even in the absence of adsorbate
was suggested long back by Smoluchowski.12 In fact, several
experimental and theoretical studies of stepped surface
transition metals have already revealed striking trends
their multilayer relaxations. A recent theoretical study13 has
pointed to the important role played by the atoms just
neath steps in surface relaxations of vicinals of Cu~111! and
Cu~100!. Our interest in this paper is in stepped Pd surfa
that have already been shown to have important site sens
characteristics for chemisorption of NO~Refs. 8–10!
and H2.7,14,15

Palladium is an important catalyst in different industr
and technological processes. We are thus interested in a
tematic study of the surface electronic and geometric str
ture of a set of vicinal surfaces of Pd. To extract the role
local coordination and environment, we have chosen to
amine the characteristics of two vicinals each of Pd~100! and
Pd~111!, each with approximately three-atom wide terrac
and a specific step orientation. Of these, Pd~320!, Pd~211!,
and Pd~551! have already been the subject of several types
experimental observations.16–18 While the stability of
Pd~331! has been questioned,19 it provides a useful point of
©2003 The American Physical Society15-1
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comparison in order to understand the electronic structu
and geometries of the different stepped surfaces. Addit
ally, since poisoning is one of the negative attributes in
talysis, and S is well known to act as a poison on, e.g.,
Pt, and Ni surfaces,20–25 we have undertaken a comprehe
sive study of S on Pd surfaces. The understanding of
poisoning processes may help in the design of better c
lysts, where one can possibly avoid the poisoning by tun
the surface either by doping or introducing different ste
kinks, etc., than originally present. To address the poison
mechanisms for any particular reaction, it is useful to kn
in detail how the poisoning atoms themselves stick to
surface and whether they alter the surface structure. Th
studies of the electronic and geometric structure of clean
S covered, stepped Pd surfaces, are performed through
consistent solutions of Kohn-Sham equations26 using the
DFT with the gradient correction to the local electro
densities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
we describe the method used, in Sec. III, we discuss
results for the relaxations of different stepped Pd surfa
and compare them with those of other, related studies
Sec. IV, the results for the S adsorption on these surface
discussed. Finally, in Sec. V, we provide conclusions.

II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS

All of our calculations are based onab initio DFT. Here
the Kohn-Sham equations were solved in a plane-wave b
using the Viennaab initio simulation package.27 Ultrasoft
pseudopotentials of the Vanderbilt type28 as implemented by
Kresse and Hafner29 were used, for which a cutoff energy fo
the plane-wave expansion of 199 eV was found to give c
verged total energies for the system. In the Brillouin zo
sampling an 83831 Monkhorst-Pack mesh30 was used, to-
gether with a Methfessel-Paxton smearing31 of the energy
levelss50.1 eV. Tests using largerk-point sets yielded es
sentially the same results for, e.g., the interlayer relaxati
that are known to be rather sensitive to thek-point
sampling.13 The Perdew-Wang functional32 was used for the
generalized gradient approximation description of the
change and correlation.

The relaxations of stepped Pd surfaces and the adsorp
of S on them, were studied using four different high-ind
surfaces: fcc~211!, fcc~331!, fcc~320!, and fcc~551!; see
Table I and Fig. 1 for elaboration. The fcc~211! and fcc~331!
surfaces are vicinals of fcc~111!. If only monoatomic steps

TABLE I. Surface structures in microfacet notation:33 Miller
indicesh, k, andl; n is the number of terrace atoms in a single st
and perpendicular to the step edges;t means terrace ands step facet.

Surface Microfacet notation Miscut angle Step-step distan
hkl n(htktl t)(hsksl s) (°) ~Å!

211 3~111!~100! 19.5 6.86
331 3~111!~111! 22.0 6.11
320 3~110!~100! 11.3 7.14
551 3~110!~111! 8.0 10.00
16541
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and unkinked step edges are considered, these two sur
are representatives of the two possible classes of the vici
of fcc~111!. The difference between these classes is the st
ture of the step face. The fcc~211! surface is composed o
~111! terraces separated by single-atom-height steps of~100!
orientation~the so-calledA-type step!. The structure of the
single-atom-height step faces of fcc~331! is fcc~111! ~the so-
called B-type step!. The other two surfaces fcc~320! and
fcc~551! are two different kinds of vicinals of fcc~110!. On
fcc~320! the monoatomic steps are along~001!, while on
fcc~551! they are along (11̄0). Thus, the step edge of th
latter is close-packed, while that of the former is more op
and may be considered as kinked. Together, these four
faces provide four different local environments, while ma
taining only three atoms on each terrace, albeit with differ
terrace widths.

In the slabs used in the calculations, from 8 to 30 atom
layers are repeated periodically in a supercell geometry w
10 Å vacuum between the slabs. The supercells are only
atoms wide in the direction parallel to the step edges. Exc
for Pd~211!, for which only one terrace was used, the sup
cells consist of two terraces. Atoms were placed into th
ideal fcc lattice sites and the structure was relaxed until
forces acting on each atom converged better than 0.01 eV
Atoms in the 3–5 bottom layers were kept fixed during
laxation in order to preserve the lattice geometry bulkli
several layers away from the surface. The layer thickn
was varied to test the convergence of the results
multilayer relaxation. As expected, the vicinals of fcc~110!
required larger number of layers to get good convergen
When the adsorption sites of S were tested, the S atom
placed into the presumed adsorption site on a relaxed p
dium surface, and the whole system was relaxed until th
atom moved away from the site or the forces acting on ato
were smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. In all the calculations, t
lattice constant 3.96 Å, obtained from bulk calculation
was used.

III. ENERGETICS AND RELAXATIONS OF STEPPED Pd
SURFACES

The observed enhanced catalytic activity at the step
presumably due to the rearrangement of the electro
charge density in the vicinity of the steps which natura
affects the atomic geometries at the step. Therefore, the
derstanding of atomic relaxations at the steps serves
useful starting point for the interpretation of reactions a
poisoning occuring on stepped surfaces. Towards this e
we have calculated the relaxations of the above-mentio
stepped surfaces, first without adsorbates. The percen
changes in the interlayer spacings are shown in Table II. A
prototype, the definitions of the different layers, togeth
with the corresponding relaxation, are shown for Pd~211! in
Fig. 2. It can be seen in the figure that the layers labeled 1
and 3 are exposed to the vacuum, while the others are
These are the three undercoordinated sites on Pd~211! with
coordination 7, 9, and 10, respectively. In the case
Pd~331!, there are also three undercoordinated sites on
terrace with coordinations 7, 9, and 11. On the other t

e
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FIG. 1. Possible adsorption sites of S on~a! Pd~211!, ~b! Pd~331!, ~c! Pd~320!, and~d! Pd~551!. The first labels indicate the adsorptio
energy in a descending order~see also Table IV below! and the label in parentheses gives the coordination of the S atom at the particula
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vicinals Pd~320! and Pd~551!, there are five undercoordi
nated sites, three on the terrace and two underneath. T
form the first five ‘‘layers.’’ For comparison with the entrie
in Table II, we obtained the relaxation between two topm
layersDd1,2510.3% and29.2% for Pd~111! and Pd~110!,
respectively, whereas the corresponding relaxations obta
by Methfesselet al.34 are20.1% and25.3%.

To evaluate the effect of the thickness of the slab on
relaxation, we performed calculations for several layer thi
nesses in each case and we found the calculations to be

TABLE II. The calculated percentage changes in interlayer
laxations for clean surfaces. The subscripts indicate the layer
being the topmost one, etc. Changes are along the surface no

Ddi ,i 11 Pd~211! Pd~331! Pd~320! Pd~551!

Dd1,2 212.3% 212.0% 215.5% 28.8%
Dd2,3 213.0% 27.7% 218.0% 215.7%
Dd3,4 117.4% 110.9% 11.8% 23.4%
Dd4,5 26.1% 24.8% 211.6% 26.5%
Dd5,6 22.0% 10.2% 122.8% 118.5%
Dd6,7 13.6% 28.2% 26.9%
Dd7,8 22.7% 23.1% 21.7%
Dd8,9 10.0% 16.3% 12.8%
16541
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verged with the thicknesses mentioned in Sec. II. For the
vicinals of Pd~110! the relaxations continue to be strong ev
beyond the ninth layer, while for Pd~211! and Pd~331!, the
relaxations die out after the seventh and the fourth lay
respectively. As a matter of fact, for Pd~320! the relaxations
for Dd9,10 andDd10,11 were as large as26.7% and14.6%,
respectively. It is thus important that relaxations of the inn
layers of vicinals with different geometries be examined
dividually, with the rule of thumb that the more open th

FIG. 2. Labeling of the layers and magnitudes of the interla
relaxations for Pd~211!.
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surface the larger the extent to which the inner layers
perturbed from their bulk terminated positions.

The relaxation patterns of the vicinals of Pd~111! and
Pd~110! are different in one important way. While the fir
two interlayer spacings are largely contracted on all surfa
the first expanded spacing is that between the third and
fourth layers, for the vicinals of Pd~111!, and the fifth and the
sixth, for those of Pd~110!. Even though in our calculations
we found a small outward relaxation for the third/four
layer of Pd~320!, it is really the fifth/sixth layer spacing tha
has an impressive expansion. A look at the geometry of th
surfaces shows that this difference in the results for vicin
of Pd~111! and Pd~110! is not surprising. Even though th
terraces of the four vicinals considered here have three at
each, the local coordination and geometry are different.
mentioned earlier, for Pd~211! and Pd~331!, layers deeper
than the third are not exposed to the vacuum and have c
dination of 12, while for Pd~320! and Pd~551!, this situation
arises after the fifth layer because of the more open geom
of the surface. Following Smoluchowski’s ideas of char
smoothing,12 it is only natural to see thatDd3,4 is positive for
Pd~211! and Pd~331! and Dd5,6 for Pd~320! and Pd~551!.
These trends in relaxation patterns are also in qualita
agreement with conclusions reached in a recentab initio
study of vicinals of Cu~100! and Cu~111!.13 The fact that the
magnitude of the relaxations of the deeper layers is larger
the vicinals of Pd~110! is also not surprising because of th
inherent openness of this structure and is reminiscent of
relatively larger relaxation of Pd~110! itself as compared to
Pd~111!.

A few earlierab initio studies of vicinal Pd surfaces exis
taking the atomic relaxations fully into account, see, e
Ref. 7. Relaxations have been considered for the steps o
Pt~111! surface35,36 and on different Cu surfaces.13,37,38 For
Cu~211! and Cu~331!, Heid et al.13 obtained qualitatively
similar relaxation patterns as we do for Pd~211! and Pd~331!.
Interestingly, for Pd~331!, we obtain a similar (221) pat-
tern as found in the embedded atom method~EAM!
calculations.39 Also, for Pd~211!, our relaxation pattern
agrees with the EAM one. For Cu~331!, the EAM ~Refs.
39,40! has been shown to disagree both w
pseudopotential13 and full-potential linearized augmente
plane-wave37 calculations. As noted in earlier compariso
for Cu,13,37 however, the absolute changes in the interla
spacings vary between different computational approxim
tions by more than a factor of 2. This is the case even w
comparing the different first-principles results with ea
other. It is, therefore, not meaningful to compare these nu
bers one by one with the EAM results, yet the trends seem
agree well. It should also be mentioned that for stepped
faces, interlayer spacings are much smaller than those
their flat surface counterparts. The calculated change
these spacings are thus even smaller and the margin of
large in measurements and in theoretical calculations.

On the surfaces considered here, experimental value
multilayer relaxations are available only for Pd~320! in the
work of Hirsimäki et al.16 who have used low-energ
electron-diffraction technique to obtain215%, 29%,
26%, 115%, and16% for the relaxations of the succe
sive layers. The major disagreement here is with the re
16541
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ation ofDd3,4, Dd4,5, andDd5,6, for which we find11.8%,
211.6%, and122.8%, respectively. In an independe
similar computational work,41 the following trend in the
successive relaxations of Pd~320! is found: 211.9%,
219.2%, 20.6%, 25.9%, 116.8%, 24.5%, and
23.2%. These results suggest that in the analysis of
experimental data, a larger number of layers~they have al-
lowed only six layers! needs to be allowed to relax before w
can make a definite comparison.

The surface energies for the different low- and high-ind
surfaces have been calculated using

Es5
1

A S Eslab
rel 2

1

2
Eslab

unrel2
1

2
NE0D , ~1!

whereA is the area of the supercell,Eslab
rel andEslab

unrel is the
energy of the relaxed and unrelaxed slab, respectively,N is
the number of atoms in the supercell,E0 the energy per atom
in the bulk, and the factor 1/2 accounts for two surfaces
the slab. In the cases of the low-index surfaces, we find
values of 0.55 meV/atom (81.1 meV/Å2) and 1.07 meV/
atom (96.1 meV/Å2) for Pd~111! and Pd~110!, respectively,
showing a general trend that a close-packed surface h
smaller surface energy. These values are also in good ag
ment with the linear-muffin-tin-orbital~LMTO! work of
Methfessel et al.34 whose corresponding values are 0.
meV/atom and 1.33 meV/atom. Both Weinertet al.42 and
Vitos et al.43 obtained somewhat larger surface energi
Quite obviously, atomic relaxations tend to lower the surfa
energies; in the above-mentioned references, only Methfe
et al.34 have taken them into account. Comparing the surf
energies expressed in meV/Å2, we obtain the ratio between
the surface energies of Pd~110! and Pd~111! to be 1.2, in
good agreement with the prediction of the ‘‘liquid dro
model’’ of Perdewet al.44 The factors that can cause diffe
ences in surface energies include the structure of the ter
face ~111 vs 110!, step to step distance, and the structure
the steps. For Pd~211!, Pd~331!, Pd~320!, and Pd~551!, our
calculated surface energies are 92.1 meV/Å2, 94.3 meV/Å2,
98.1 meV/Å2, and 94.3 meV/Å2, respectively. The system
atic difference in surface energies between vicinals
Pd~111! and Pd~110! is most likely caused by the differen
structure of the terrace face as Pd~111! is energetically more
favorable than Pd~110!.

We have also calculated the step-formation energies u
the formula45

Estep5Esurf~u!2~n21!Esurf~0!2 f stepEsurf~0!, ~2!

whereEsurf(u) andEsurf(0) are the surface energies per ato
for the vicinal and flat surfaces, respectively. The indexn is
the number of atoms in a terrace perpendicular to step ed
and the values for the factorsf step are tabulated in Ref. 45
The step-formation energies are shown in Table III. Th
have been compared with the results of other calculati
obtained using the tight-binding scheme46 and effective pair
potentials introduced by Vitoset al.45 and applied to their
own LMTO database.43 There are several factors that mig
explain the differences between the step-formation energ
obtained by different groups in Table III, namely, accuracy
5-4
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the method used, whether surface relaxations are taken
account, choice of values forn, etc. For instance, the usag
of a pair-potential expansion for extracting the energy
vicinal surfaces, as opposed to employing calculatedab ini-
tio values for the surface energies of low-index surfaces, m
explain the difference between the results of Vitoset al. and
ours. Incidently, using the valueEcoh53.94 eV/atom,47 we
find the ratio between the formation energy of the~111! vici-
nals and the cohesive energy to be about 8% that is rea
ably close to the ‘‘universal’’ value 7%, calculated b
Feibelman.48 The step-formation energies for vicinals
Pd~110! in Table III is found to be remarkably small, particu
larly for Pd~551! for which it is zero~within the limits of
errors in the calculations!. The implications of this on the
temperature-dependent behavior of these surfaces shou
interesting, but to fully understand that vibrational entro
contributions need to also be taken into consideration wh
is beyond the scope of this work.

The ratios of the step-formation energies can also be u
for predicting the shapes of islands on flat terraces.36 If the
formation energies forA- and B- type steps on an fcc~111!
surface are equal, the equilibrium island shape should
hexagonal for geometric reasons. On the other hand, it
been shown experimentally49 and theoretically36 for Pt and
also predicted for Al~Ref. 50! that the~111!-faceted steps are
preferred, thus leading to the formation of nonhexagonal
lands. For the steps on Pd~111!, we find the ratio of the
step-formation energies to be 1.10, suggesting the possib
of nonhexagonal island formation. Interestingly, in this ca
the ~100!-faceted step seems to be favored, in contras
what has been observed for Pt. These considerations to
not take into account the effect of vibrational entropy tha
also expected to play a role at finite temperatures.40

IV. S ADSORPTION ON STEPPED Pd SURFACES

The sites where the S atom was found to adsorb are
picted in Fig. 1. The corresponding adsorption energies
shown in Table IV. Because of the narrow supercell, ther
actually always a chain of atoms on the surface. The dista
between adjacent S atoms in the chain is 3.96 Å on Pd~320!
and 2.80 Å on the other surfaces. S was found to adsor
every hollow site on the terrace face of Pd~211! and Pd~331!,
the vicinals of Pd~111!. The fcc sites are more stable than t
hcp sites, and sites below the step edge are more favor
than similar sites located higher on the terrace face. Th
were two top sites found on Pd~211! and one on Pd~331!,
and one bridge site on both surfaces. As expected, ho

TABLE III. Step-formation energies in eV/atom. The results
Raouafiet al. were obtained using tight-binding calculations,46 and
Vitos et al. used an effective pair-potential fit45 to LMTO data.43

Present Raouafi Vitos

~211! 0.30 0.425
~331! 0.33 0.432 0.460
~320! 0.11 0.230
~551! 20.03 0.003 0.045
16541
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sites are the most stable sites before bridge and top s
respectively.

On the vicinals of Pd~110!, Pd~320!, and Pd~551!, S was
found to adsorb in two hollow and two bridge sites on t
terrace face. In addition, there was one hollow site on
step face of Pd~320!, two hollow sites on the step face o
Pd~551!, and one top site on the step chain on both surfac
Again, the hollow sites are the most and top sites the le
stable sites. The sites below the step edge are also m
favorable than the similar sites higher on the terrace fa
The fcc site on the step face of Pd~551! is more stable than
the hcp site. The adsorption energy of25.16 eV for Pd~320!
makes it the most strongly receptive to S adsorption. T
binding energies for S on the other three vicinal surfa
have very similar range, between24.6 eV and23.3 eV.
For comparison, the adsorption energies of S in hollow s
are found to be23.25 eV for Pd~111! and 24.43 eV for
Pd~110! for full coverage.

The adsorbed chain of S atoms affects the relaxation
the surfaces. The changes in coordinates between a c
relaxed surface and a surface with a chain of S atoms
larger than the displacements of atoms between unrela
and relaxed clean surfaces. The symmetry of the superc
prevents relaxations inx direction ~along the step chains!.
The larger coverage of S on Pd~211! causes restrictions in
the relaxation. There is S on every step, which means tha
relaxation of the steps is identical. On all the other surfac
there is S on every second step and the surfaces can
more freely. When the S atom chain is placed on the surfa
the nearest Pd atoms generally move away from the S c
in the y direction ~the direction perpendicular to the ste
chains in the surface plane!. In general, the adsorption site o
the S atoms does not have much effect on how the layer
the surfaces relax in thez direction. The most pronounce
relaxation is on Pd~320! in which, for adsorption site 4@see
Fig. 1~c!#, the closest step atoms relax by about 0.71 Å a
0.35 Å along they and z directions, respectively. This is
interesting because the coordination of the step atoms
Pd~320! is 6 while on the other three surfaces it is 7. T
displacements of the nearby Pd atoms induced by S ads
tion on Pd~551! are shown in Table V. The S induced rela
ations on the other three surfaces are similar and we have
included them for brevity.

The effect of the coordination on the preferred adsorpt
sites is also reflected in the electronic structure. In Fig. 3,

TABLE IV. S adsorption energies in eV at different sites o
vicinal Pd surfaces~see also Fig. 1!. The coordination numbers a
the different sites are given in parentheses.

Site Pd~211! Pd~331! Pd~320! Pd~551!

1 24.44 ~4! 24.60 ~5! 25.16 ~6! 24.67 ~5!

2 24.36 ~3! 24.48 ~3! 24.99 ~5! 24.63 ~5!

3 24.31 ~4! 24.34 ~2! 24.96 ~3! 24.45 ~3!

4 24.30 ~3! 24.24 ~3! 24.58 ~4! 24.33 ~2!

5 23.73 ~2! 23.40 ~1! 24.17 ~2! 24.33 ~2!

6 23.33 ~1! 22.89 ~1! 24.21 ~3!

7 23.27 ~1! 23.34 ~1!
5-5
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TABLE V. Relaxations~in Å! induced on Pd atoms by S on the Pd~551! surface at different sites for S
@see Fig. 1~d!#. Subscript denotes the layer index,y direction is perpendicular to the step edge andz direction
is the normal to the surface.

Site: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Dy1 20.08 20.13 20.21 20.05 20.10 20.23 20.02
Dz1 10.06 10.18 10.23 10.01 10.13 10.16 10.10
Dy2 20.06 20.01 10.07 20.07 10.07 10.03 ;0
Dz2 10.19 20.01 ;0 10.14 10.15 20.01 10.01
Dy3 10.03 10.04 10.04 10.06 20.07 10.07 ;0
Dz3 10.18 ;0 20.05 10.09 10.05 10.09 10.01
Dy4 20.08 10.01 10.01 20.06 10.01 20.02 ;0
Dz4 10.06 ;0 ;0 10.04 20.08 20.02 10.02
Dy5 10.07 10.09 10.09 10.05 10.07 10.05 20.01
Dz5 20.14 10.10 20.02 20.08 10.06 20.03 20.02
n
f

t

at

p-
,
ce
at
FIG. 3. For the Pd~551! surface, S at the preferred adsorptio
site @denoted 1 in Fig. 1~d!#: Angular momentum decomposition o
LDOS for ~a! a Pd atom, just below the S atom,~b! the next-neares
Pd atom that is the one below the step edge,~c! a Pd atom, further
from the S atom, and~d! the S atom at site 1. The Fermi level is
zero energy.
16541
FIG. 4. For the Pd~551! surface, S at the least favored adsor
tion site@denoted 7 in Fig. 1~d!#: ~a! LDOS at the site of a Pd atom
just below the S atom,~b! same for a Pd atom on the terrace fa
next to S,~c! LDOS for a Pd atom below the step edge, roughly
the same distance as the one in~b!, and~d! LDOS for the S atom at
site 7. The Fermi level is at zero energy.
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represent the local densities of states~LDOS! for different
atoms in the Pd~551! surface system. One can see that wh
the S atom on Pd~551! is located near the step edge, bo
formation ~seen as a similar character of LDOS belo
25 eV) occurs between S and its nearest neighbor ato
one of which is at the distance 2.30 Å from the S@LDOS in
Fig. 3~a!# and other two at the distance 2.45 Å@LDOS in Fig.
3~b!#. Only further away the bond formation has almost co
pletely vanished, see Fig. 3~c!. On the other hand, when th
S is at the top site as is the case in Fig. 4, there is only
nearest-neighbor atom with which the bond is formed. T
situation is not energetically favorable and, therefore, the
solute value of the adsorption energy at this site is clea
smaller than that at the position close to the step edge.

The electronic structures can be further analyzed by lo
ing at the state projected LDOS’s, i.e., the angular mom
tum decomposition in Fig. 3 for Pd~551!. It can be seen tha
the lowest lying states for S are, as expected,s-like and are
some 12–15 eV below the Fermi level. Some couplings
tween these states and the Pdd-states can be seen at th

FIG. 5. LDOS for~a! an atom in the surface layer of the clea
Pd~111!, ~b! atom at the step edge on the clean Pd~211!, ~c! the
same step-edge Pd atom in the presence of a S atom in position 1
@defined in Fig. 1~a!# next to it, and~d! the S atom in this position
The Fermi level is at zero energy.
16541
n

s,

-

e
s
b-
ly

-
-

-

LDOS for the Pd atoms close to the S atom. The Sp-states
that have bonding peaks at and below 5 eV below the Fe
level are clearly coupled to the closest Pd atoms, wher
further away from the S atom this coupling has complet
died out. Moreover, when S is at the top site, there is no c
bonding peak below the Fermi level in the LDOS at the
site @see Fig. 4~d!#, whereas the antibonding states above
Fermi level are even more pronounced than the ones in
3~d! for S near the step edge.

On the Pd~111! surface, at low coverages, S is known
form ordered structures.51,52 The search of such structure
would require addressing much lower coverages than in
present work, which using the method at hand would ne
prohibitively large supercells. Nevertheless, the fact that
S atoms prefer positions close to the steps suggests the
sible formation of S stripes along the step edges.

The electronic structures of the stepped surfaces, with
without S, can be analyzed by comparing the LDOS in
different cases. For the clean surfaces, an interesting que
is that of the possible formation of one-dimensional~1D!
surface states that have been seen in the experiment
stepped Cu surfaces.53–55While it is difficult to draw definite

FIG. 6. LDOS for the atoms in different layers on the cle
Pd~211! surface, from the first~a! to the fourth layer~d!, and in the
bulk ~e!. The Fermi level is at zero energy.
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conclusions about the 1D nature of such states based o
present calculations, one can see a clear difference betw
the LDOS for a step-edge atom on the Pd~211! surface and
an atom in the surface layer of the smooth Pd~111! surface.
These are depicted in Fig. 5. In the LDOS of Pd~211!, there
is a strong peak about 0.7 eV below the Fermi level, wh
does not exist in the case of the~111! surface. That this is
indeed a surface state or a surface resonance, can be se
Fig. 6, where the LDOS for Pd~211! is plotted layer by layer.
The state decays when going deeper in the slab and finall
expected, the LDOS ends up resembling that in the b
Also shown in Fig. 5 is the effect of S. The LDOS of the P
atom at the step edge site is clearly reduced at the Fe
level which is an indication of reduction of the catalytic a
tivity. Moreover, the center of thed-band is shifted down in
energy which also indicates reduced reactivity.56 The ampli-
tude of the above-mentioned state diminishes considerab
the presence of S. Again, the bond between the S atom
the surface Pd can be seen as peaks about 5 eV below
Fermi level in both the S and Pd LDOS.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have performed a first-principles stu
for the structure and relaxations of clean and S covered v
is
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nal Pd surfaces. The trends in the relaxation patterns of
clean Pd vicinals considered here are in accordance with
rationale presented in earlier works on other stepped
faces. On comparing our results on Pd~320! with recent ex-
perimental data, we find disagreements that may be relate
the number of layers allowed to relax in the analysis of
experimental data. Adsorbed S was shown to affect the
laxations considerably. The presence of S also causes
markable changes in the electronic structure, which is see
modifications of the LDOS and reduction of it at the Fer
level. This provides further evidence to the fact that the p
soning effect is due to the changes in the electronic struct
induced by S adsorption.
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